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DID YOU KNOW?

• Prevalence rates for disabling hearing loss are rising: 500m or 6.8% of the 

world’s population according to Global Burden of Disease Study 2015 

(released 2016).

• Hearing loss is now 4th leading contributor to years lived with disability 

(ref: GBD study).

• Cost of untreated hearing loss quantified credibly for first time: $750 

billion per annum globally. (WHO estimate released March 2017). 

• More than 1 Billion young people (12-35 years old) are at risk for disabling 

hearing loss due to recreational listening activities



WHO Resolution May 2017

“Improve access to affordable, high-

quality assistive hearing technologies and 

products, including hearing aids, cochlear 

implants and other assistive devices, as 

part of universal health coverage” 



How Untreated Hearing Loss Manifests



How Hearing Loss and Treatment is Measured



Hearing Loss Diagnosis and Treatment Evaluation

• Occurs in an artificial environment; not ‘real world’

• Unable to replicate situational difficulties

• Cannot effectively simulate different environments

• Doesn’t test for effort, fatigue, ,isolation or depression, etc

• Cannot account for the sense ‘meaning’ different things to different people

• Doesn’t account for individual perceptions/disability



Cochlear’s Mission

We help people hear and be heard.

We empower people to connect 

with others and live a full life.

We transform the way people 

understand and treat hearing loss.

We innovate and bring to market a 

range of implantable hearing 

solutions that deliver a lifetime of 

hearing outcomes.





Nucleus 7 & iPhone Compatibility: Class III, But…



RWD & RWE: Transformational for Hearing Loss?

• Could Real World Data (RWD), captured in real time in real situations, better 

represent the effects of hearing loss and benefits of hearing loss treatments?

• Could RWE better define subject benefits than in-clinic study evidence?

• Could the ability to easily collect RWE remove perceived cultural limitations of 

studies?

• Will RWE (large observation studies in hearing) demonstrate differences with 

accepted outcomes from smaller trials?



Importance of Patient-Centred Trials, Evidence & Insights



What Are the Institutional/Regulatory Limitations?




